China’s establishment of a military base in Djibouti in 2017 was an important “first” for the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), which had never operated a base on foreign territory. It was also a milestone in a gradually expanding PLA presence in the Red Sea region. Over the previous decade, China deployed peacekeepers to conflicts in the oil-producing states of Sudan and South Sudan, conducted anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden, and increased its military diplomacy throughout the area. By the time the Djibouti base opened, the PLA was already maintaining a presence of more than 2,000 personnel in the region—far more than in any other area outside the Indo-Pacific. While PLA capabilities have remained largely concentrated in Asia, its Red Sea presence showcased an increasing ability to project power to other regions and suggested that additional deployments may occur as China seeks to defend its overseas interests.
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The PLA role in the region has also entered the Chinese popular imagination: the navy’s evacuation of Chinese and foreign citizens from Yemen in 2015 was the basis of Operation Red Sea, one of China’s top grossing films of 2018.

Assessing China’s presence in the region has value for several reasons. First, analysts increasingly see the Red Sea not as a barrier between the African and Asian continents but as a security “zone” in which conflicts span both sides. While the PLA is not a major actor, its growing presence could affect conflict dynamics and regional governance. Second, the United States has clear interests in the region, including freedom of navigation in the Red Sea and its two chokepoints and the stability of littoral countries that produce a large volume of global oil supplies. China’s military activities in the region may influence those interests in various ways. Third, the lessons the PLA learns from its deployments in the region may enhance its ability to conduct expeditionary
operations elsewhere, and could even contribute to its combat readiness in the Indo-Pacific as PLA personnel gain real-world experience. Finally, the ways in which the PLA behaves in the Red Sea—including its interactions with the U.S. military—could provide an indication of how it may act in other theaters.

This study sketches the contours, drivers, and implications of these developments. The key finding is that PLA presence in the Red Sea area, while currently modest, creates several challenges that U.S. officials will have to address, including questions of operational safety as U.S. and Chinese forces come into contact, risks of exposing the PLA to sensitive U.S. operations and capabilities, and the possibility that the attractiveness of the United States as a regional security partner could wane as China takes on increasing roles in this arena. The study provides suggestions for how the Department of Defense can manage those risks while also pursuing the sometimes overlooked principle of U.S. defense strategy that “we remain open to cooperate where our interests align.” Indeed, the study argues that there are some avenues of additional cooperation that should be discussed in future U.S.-China military-to-military engagements.

A Complex Geopolitical Situation

Describing the PLA role in the region requires a brief discussion of the area’s political geography. At the center is the 1,400-mile Red Sea, which links the Mediterranean and Arabian seas via the Suez Canal and the Bab el-Mandeb, respectively. Europe-Asia trade valued at $700 billion transits the sea annually, including 6.2 million barrels/day in oil (roughly 9 percent of the world total). The region is also home to several major oil-producing countries including Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Oman; Sudan and South Sudan also both produce oil in smaller quantities as well as other natural resources, such as copper and chromium. Ports on the African side of the Red Sea, many built by Arabian Peninsula countries, provide exporters a chance to tap into Africa’s growing consumer class. Consumer spending on the African continent is slated to rise from $1.4 trillion in 2015 to $2.5 trillion in 2030, with Red Sea littoral countries such as Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Sudan among the largest potential consumer markets.

Regional peace and stability are complicated by several problems. Somali piracy has waned in recent years due to international anti-piracy efforts, but al Qaeda–linked terrorists continue to carry out attacks. Civil conflicts also plague Sudan, South Sudan, and Yemen. Regional instability has been aggravated by two sets of rivalries, one involving a competition for influence between the Gulf states, Egypt, and Turkey, and the other between Saudi Arabia and Iran. In both cases, regional powers “see Africa as a new arena for competition and building alliances, particularly as the Horn is poised for strong economic growth over the next generation.” Moreover, Saudi-Iran tensions have spilled over into proxy conflicts and have resulted in direct attacks on commercial shipping, some carried out by Houthi forces in Yemen. Prospects for conflict are exacerbated by the lack of an effective regional security architecture: Saudi Arabia’s bid to establish a security forum has foundered due to regional rivalries.

Great power maneuvering adds an additional layer of complexity in regional politics. Russia, driven by pursuit of market opportunities, access to raw materials, and larger ambitions to promote a “multipolar world,” has increased its economic and security role in the region, including plans to develop military bases in Sudan and Eritrea. China, as discussed below, has growing trade and investment stakes in addition to maritime security interests, which have led to a larger military footprint. U.S. interests include counterterrorism, stability of global oil markets, countering Iran’s pursuit of regional hegemony, and freedom of navigation, which are protected in part by a U.S. military presence in Djibouti and the Fifth Fleet, based in Bahrain. The conflux of Russian, Chinese, and U.S. interests and presences has led to speculation about intensified Great Power Competition in this theater.
China’s Expanding Military Presence

China’s military presence in the region has gradually expanded since November 2007, when the first batch of Chinese peacekeepers arrived in Darfur, Sudan. Well over 2,000 PLA personnel are in the region at any given time, distributed between ground forces assigned to United Nations (UN) peacekeeping missions in Sudan and South Sudan; sailors taking part in anti-piracy escort operations in the Gulf of Aden; and marines located at China’s inaugural overseas base in Djibouti. Other Chinese military activities in the region include frequent high-level visits, port calls, participation in regional exercises, and arms transfers to a number of recipients (see figure). Each category is discussed in turn.

UN Peacekeeping. China has more than 1,400 personnel assigned to two UN peacekeeping missions in the region, Darfur (UNAMID) and South Sudan (UNMISS), representing about two-thirds of deployed Chinese peacekeepers worldwide. PLA personnel in both countries are drawn from several group armies based in the Beijing area and serve for 12 month rotations. China’s presence in Darfur includes 225 engineering and medical troops primarily responsible for building and repairing roads, bridges, and other infrastructure, and providing medical support to other peacekeepers and local citizens. Since June 2017, China has also allocated a squadron of four Mi-171 multipurpose helicopters, which conduct missions such as air patrol and transportation. China’s contribution to UNMISS, which began in September 2011, includes a 331-person engineering
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and medical contingent with responsibilities similar to those in Darfur.\textsuperscript{16} Since February 2015, China has also deployed a 700-person infantry battalion to South Sudan, which has assisted in guarding UN convoys, facilities, and internally displaced persons' camps.\textsuperscript{17} In July 2016, two Chinese peacekeepers assigned to this mission were killed when militants tried to enter a UN compound.\textsuperscript{18}

**Anti-Piracy Patrols.** The PLA Navy has conducted regular anti-piracy escort operations in the Gulf of Aden since December 2008. These operations have provided protection for more than 6,000 Chinese and foreign civilian ships.\textsuperscript{19} This mission emerged from an upsurge in Somali piracy in the mid-2000s, which also spurred the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the European Union (EU) to establish an anti-piracy presence in the region, but has continued despite a major decline in piracy incidents in recent years.\textsuperscript{20} To date, China has carried out more than 30 escort task forces (ETFs), with each serving for 3 to 4 months before rotation. ETFs typically include 3 to 4 surface vessels such as destroyers, frigates, and replenishment ships (manned by 600 or more sailors), drawn from all three navy fleets. Since 2013, China has also deployed submarines with some ETFs, prompting widespread foreign speculation about China's true military ambitions (discussed below).\textsuperscript{21} While China's ETFs operate independently, Beijing has participated in regional anti-piracy coordination and information-sharing mechanisms.\textsuperscript{22}

**Djibouti Base.** In August 2017, China opened its first overseas military installation in Djibouti, a tiny African country located adjacent to the Bab el-Mandeb. China thus became the latest foreign country to lease a base in Djibouti, alongside the United States (which operates Camp Lemonnier, home to 4,000 U.S. personnel), France, Japan, and Italy.\textsuperscript{23} Beijing's 10-year lease on the property requires annual payments to the Djiboutian government of $20 million.\textsuperscript{24} The PLA base, according to Chinese accounts, is designed to support other military activities in the region, including peacekeeping, anti-piracy, and humanitarian assistance/disaster relief (HA/DR) missions.\textsuperscript{25} Key facilities include barracks, eight hangars and a tarmac for helicopters and unmanned aerial vehicles, and underground facilities.\textsuperscript{26} The base is operated by a PLA Marine Corps mechanized infantry company, which, in addition to operating the base, has conducted live-fire counterterrorism exercises at a nearby training facility.\textsuperscript{27} China is also constructing a dedicated naval pier at the commercial Doraleh Multi-Purpose Port that will be long enough to "accommodate multiple ships at the same time by nesting ships outboard one another."\textsuperscript{28}

**Military Diplomacy.** China's presence in the region also includes a variety of cooperative activities. According to a U.S. National Defense University (NDU) database, the PLA conducted 178 activities with 10 Red Sea countries between 2002 and 2018, including meetings of senior officials held both in China and in the region, port calls (usually conducted by ETFs returning from the Gulf of Aden), and participation in bilateral and multilateral exercises (see table 1).\textsuperscript{29} For example, in January 2017, an ETF visited the Saudi port of Jeddah, where it held a deck reception for local Chinese citizens and various exchanges with the Saudi navy.\textsuperscript{30} As in many other countries, China maintains defense attaché offices in embassies across the region, which typically consist of between 2 and 10 PLA officers.\textsuperscript{31} In addition to their responsibilities in managing host-country military relations, those personnel act as overt intelligence collectors. Opportunities for officers from partner states to enroll in degree- and short-term programs at China's NDU and other academies also support China's military relationships in the region.\textsuperscript{32}

**Arms Transfers.** Over the last 15 years, most Red Sea countries have purchased Chinese military weapons and equipment. Data collected by the international think tank Stockholm International Peace Research Institute reveal that Chinese arms exports during this period included multiple rocket launchers, surface-to-air missiles, armored personnel carriers, helicopters, and other assets (see table 2). In the last few years, the most common Chinese export items have been large unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs) such as the Wing Loong-1 and -2, which have been purchased in bulk by Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, and the UAE. Beijing has apparently focused on this market because most other UCAV producers are banned from exporting them due to restrictions under the Missile Technology Control Regime and the Wassenaar Agreement.33

**Explaining China’s Military Presence**

China’s growing military footprint in the Red Sea region advances three broad objectives: supporting China’s larger economic and diplomatic agenda in select countries; ensuring sea line security in a region critical for Chinese trade, not only by countering piracy but also by monitoring U.S. operations; and gaining experience in conducting expeditionary ground and naval operations, which can be applied globally.

**Supporting Broader Foreign Policy Objectives.** One of Beijing’s priority goals is maintaining access to crude oil supplies. In 2017, five Red Sea states provided roughly 22 percent of China’s oil imports; at the top of the list were Saudi Arabia ($20.5 billion in sales) and Oman ($12.4 billion).34 The region is thus integral to China’s strategy of diversifying oil imports among many different partners. China also has important trade and investment interests in several states, most notably Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia, and Egypt. In 2017, Chinese exports to those three states, which are among China’s “comprehensive strategic partners,” surpassed $30 billion.35 Over the past decade, China has also signed major investment and infrastructure development deals in the region totaling more than $13 billion.36 Many of these are now branded as Belt and Road Initiative projects. Examples include China Ocean Shipping Company’s 20 percent share in the Suez Canal terminal, China Merchants Group’s 24 percent stake in the port of Djibouti, and China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation’s (Sinopec’s) 38 percent share in a Saudi oil refinery.37 Diplomatically, Beijing relies on support from regional partners on controversial issues such as China’s treatment of Uighurs to offset criticism from Washington and other Western states.38

The PLA’s role in defending these interests is largely indirect. In the case of South Sudan, despite foreign media assertions to the contrary, PLA infantry has not deployed to protect oil fields or Chinese oil workers.39 Those troops have instead been tasked with various force protection missions in and around the capital Juba. The link between the PLA and China’s oil interests in South Sudan, which includes an agreement whereby China will acquire one-sixth of its oil output in return for infrastructure loans,40 is more convoluted: China agreed to provide the battalion to persuade the UN Department of Peace Operations to support Beijing’s petition to have the protection of South Sudan’s oil industry included in the UN-MISS mandate.41 Beijing originally preferred to deploy

---

**Table 1. Chinese Military Diplomacy with Red Sea States, 2002–2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Exercises</th>
<th>Port Calls</th>
<th>Visits to China</th>
<th>Chinese Visits to Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NDU Database. Note: no records were found for Somalia.
PLA troops to oil-producing regions, but agreed to send them wherever they were needed as part of the deal.42

Several PLA activities augment China’s public diplomacy in host nations. Though not directly connected to China’s oil interests, PLA peacekeepers in Sudan and South Sudan have supported China’s cultivation of “soft power” by building and repairing infrastructure and providing medical services.43 Another example is the dispatch of the Chinese naval hospital ship Peace Ark to the region. In late 2010, for instance, the ship visited Djibouti, Kenya, and other countries, where it “provided medical care to more than 15,500 people and performed 97 major operations.”44 China’s 2019 defense white paper applauded personnel at the Djibouti base for donating “over 600 teaching aids to local schools.”45 Such activities not only counter negative impressions of China in the region but also provide an argument Beijing can leverage on the international stage to reduce fears about China’s rising power.46

China’s military also supports stronger relations with host countries at the elite level. Senior leader interactions are a chance for Chinese officials to reaffirm support for China’s larger “strategic partnerships” with these states and to explore avenues for further cooperation among their respective armed forces. Moreover, travel to the region by senior officials, involving costly time commitments, is itself a sign of China’s investment in building these partnerships.47 Top PLA officials have visited most countries in the region, but their travel patterns reveal that some countries (for example, Egypt and Ethiopia) have been prioritized over others (see table 1). Arms sales, particularly of assets that can only or most cost efficiently be acquired from China, offer Beijing another opportunity to develop influence with elites in countries such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia, supporting broader foreign policy objectives in these states.

Safeguarding Maritime Security Interests. Beijing has two basic interests in protecting maritime traffic through the Red Sea. The lesser interest is ensuring crude oil shipments through the Suez Canal and Bab el-Mandeb. Closure of either chokepoint would put a fraction of China’s oil imports at risk, potentially requiring substitutions from other sources. However, the effects would be modest in comparison to a disruption of the Strait of Hormuz or Strait of Malacca, through which a much larger percentage of global oil supplies and Chinese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Years Delivered</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Self-propelled MRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>WMA-301 assaulter; Y-12 transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>2012–2018</td>
<td>K-8 trainer; ASN-209 UAV; Wing Loong-1 UCAV; Wing Loong-2 UCAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>2012–2014</td>
<td>Type-89 APC; AS365 helicopter; VN-4 APC; VP3 APC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>WZ-551 APC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>2017–2018</td>
<td>BP-12A SSM; SY-400 MRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2008–2017</td>
<td>PLZ-45 self-propelled gun; CH-4 UCAV; Wing Loong-1 UCAV; Wing Loong-2 UCAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Tiger APV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>2003–2018</td>
<td>A-5C attack aircraft; WZ-551 infantry fighting vehicle; BT-6 trainer; FN-6 SAM; Red Arrow-8 anti-tank missile; WS-1 MRL; FB-6 SAM; FN-6 SAM; FTC-2000 trainer; Python-3 SRAAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>2013–2017</td>
<td>Wing Loong-1 UCAV; Wing Loong-2 UCAV; AH-4 towed gun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SIPRI Arms Transfer Database.
Note: No records were found for Somalia.
Key: APC: armored personnel carrier; APV: armored personal vehicle; MRL: multiple rocket launcher; SAM: surface-to-air missile; SRAAM: short-range air-to-air missile; UAE: United Arab Emirates; UAV: unmanned aerial vehicle; UCAV: unmanned combat aerial vehicle.
China's greater interest lies in protecting seaborne trade routes to and from Europe. China's total trade in goods with the EU in 2018 surpassed $500 billion, with a majority of it traveling through the Red Sea. Threats to commercial shipping from state or nonstate actors could raise prices for Chinese firms and consumers by increasing maritime insurance rates or forcing ships to use the much longer Cape of Good Hope route. It is thus no surprise that the Red Sea forms a key link in the “Maritime Silk Road,” the oceanic component of the Belt and Road Initiative.

Driven by limited power projection capabilities and financial incentives to free ride, Beijing still largely relies on the U.S. Navy and others to maintain security in critical sea lanes. However, China's naval presence in the Red Sea reflects at least an incipient desire to avoid over-reliance on U.S. largesse. One reason was the explosion of Somali piracy in the Gulf of Aden in the mid-2000s, which required a comprehensive multinational effort to combat. Encouraged by Washington, Beijing responded to a UN Security Council call for all capable states to assist in those efforts, even if its primary focus was on protecting Chinese-flagged vessels. Somali piracy has declined significantly in recent years, though occasional upticks create an ongoing rationale for China's ETFs. China's base in Djibouti supports those operations by providing rest, replenishment, and resupply services for Chinese naval crews.

While piracy has been the most common threat to Chinese maritime shipping, the more serious (but less likely) threat is a potential U.S. interdiction of Chinese supply routes in a future conflict. Chinese analysts have expressed concern about the ability of the U.S. Navy to blockade Chinese trade in multiple regions, including the Red Sea. Senior Captain Liang Fang, a professor at China's NDU, includes the Suez Canal and the Bab el-Mandeb among 16 global maritime chokepoints “that the United States wants to control, which poses great threats to both China's military and economic activities.” Free riding on the U.S. Navy thus carries a strategic risk. The ETFs provide some “far seas” experience to Chinese surface and submarine crews, which is a necessary first step in preparing to counter a U.S. blockade. Moreover, one purpose of China's Djibouti base is to monitor U.S. naval activities near the Bab el-Mandeb, which could provide opportunities for Chinese forces to consider ways in which U.S. operations targeting Chinese shipping could be frustrated.

The Djibouti base can also be interpreted as the Western anchor in a larger attempt to protect Chinese seaborne trade through the Indian Ocean. Chinese strategic writings have long described the need to establish a stronger naval presence through Southeast Asia and into the Indian Ocean. Xi Jinping's declaration of a Maritime Silk Road linking Asia with Europe, combined with growing Sino-Indian and Sino-U.S. frictions, put added pressure on the navy to defend China's transregional supply routes. Djibouti is likely only the first of a series of bases that will provide shelter and logistics support for Chinese forces, with others likely in countries such as Pakistan and Cambodia. As former U.S. Africa Command commander General Thomas D. Waldhauser noted, China may also establish more bases in Africa, which could play a role in protecting supply routes in a region of growing importance for Chinese exports. A related sign of China's intent to strengthen its regional presence is the participation of submarines—which play no clear role in anti-piracy operations—in some of China's ETFs. Submarines would be integral to operations to deny U.S. or Indian forces the ability to target Chinese shipments in a conflict.

**Gaining Experience in Expeditionary Operations.** Chinese military strategy does not currently envision conducting major combat operations outside China's immediate periphery, but does regard military operations other than war (MOOTW) in distant regions as a core PLA function. MOOTW, including anti-piracy, HA/DR, and noncombatant evacuations, became more prominent in the early 2000s with an expansion of China's global economic interests and the proliferation of Chinese citizens living abroad and were central to Hu Jintao's call for the PLA to prepare for “new historic
missions” in 2004.\textsuperscript{62} The evacuation of more than 35,000 Chinese citizens from Libya in early 2011 put a spotlight on the scale and complexity of protecting Chinese interests overseas.\textsuperscript{63} While multiple services have an overseas role, the navy’s is the most prominent: China’s 2015 defense white paper stated that the navy should strike a balance between its traditional focus on “near seas defense,” with a greater emphasis on “far seas protection,” including sea lane protection.\textsuperscript{64} Nevertheless, the PLA’s ability to execute such missions was hindered by limited power projection capabilities, inadequate regional familiarity, and lack of experience operating far from home.

Participation by Chinese ground and naval forces in the Red Sea area of operations has helped to close some of these gaps. UN peacekeeping operations such as those in Sudan and South Sudan afford the ground forces opportunities to hone their ability to plan, manage, and sustain deployments to distant regions. In UNAMID that responsibility includes maintaining a helicopter squadron far from China, and in UNMISS it involves supporting a deployed infantry battalion. These missions are also chances for ground force personnel to learn how to coordinate with external actors (including the UN bureaucracy and other troop-contributing countries) and to acquire some cultural acuity and foreign language proficiency, which may be useful in other expeditionary circumstances. The dangerous conditions in South Sudan, in particular, provide an opportunity for PLA officials to gauge the readiness of army units to respond to similar conditions elsewhere and handle problems related to morale and welfare.\textsuperscript{65}

Anti-piracy operations have likewise spurred the PLA Navy to improve its ability to operate in the far seas. Relevant lessons gleaned by the ETFs include the move toward a “port-based refueling structure,” replacing China’s previous overreliance on embedded replenishment ships, and a greater capacity to adapt to “mission-specific details rather than following uniform models” for carrying out escort operations.\textsuperscript{66} These lessons could be useful if the navy is called on to protect sea lanes in other regions, such as Southeast Asia or the Gulf of Guinea.\textsuperscript{67} Additional lessons were gained from the March 2015 evacuation of nearly 800 Chinese and foreign citizens from Yemen, which required Chinese frigates to divert from the Gulf of Aden and adapt to a rapidly deteriorating situation.\textsuperscript{68} This experience could inform naval planning for future noncombatant evacuations. Participation in ETFs also provides Chinese naval officers and crews a degree of familiarity with the regional operating environment through port calls and bilateral drills.

The PLA’s experience in Djibouti offers China insight into the mechanics of managing a forward base. This includes negotiating a status of forces agreement with a host government, maintaining productive relations with the local population, securing contracting services from local companies, and operating within prevailing laws and cultural norms. Success in these areas implies adequate foreign area expertise within the PLA as well as effective coordination among the PLA and other relevant Chinese actors, including the Foreign Ministry and the Chinese embassy. The experience of Djibouti also requires the PLA to learn how to safely manage relations with foreign forces, one example being deconfliction of military air traffic. Given its proximity to other bases—Camp Lemmonier is less than 10 miles away—Djibouti also provides a vantage point for the PLA to observe how other militaries plan and conduct forward operations. With no prior experience working through these issues, Beijing could face a steep learning curve.\textsuperscript{69} However, the lessons derived from Djibouti could be instrumental as China negotiates, plans, and operates future bases in other locations.

**Implications for the United States**

As a starting point, there are a number of reasons not to inflate the current and future importance of China’s deployments around the Red Sea. One is that the PLA remains a peripheral security actor. In peacekeeping, China contributes only a small fraction of the personnel assigned to UNAMID (5.3 percent) and UNMISS (6.4 percent); several other countries contribute far more
troops to these missions.⁷⁰ Hence PLA participation, while helpful, is not critical to the success of those operations. In anti-piracy, China is one of many independent deploying nations, alongside India, Japan, South Korea, and Russia, in addition to two multinational initiatives, the U.S.-led Combined Task Force 151 and the EU-led Operation Atalanta.⁷¹ An end to China's ETFs would have a limited effect on regional maritime security, due to the declining incidence of Somali piracy and the ability of others to intervene if sea lane security were endangered. In terms of scale, China's three to four naval ships pale in comparison to the dozen or more surface ships and submarines assigned to U.S. Fifth Fleet in Bahrain, not to mention the larger regional navies, such as those of Saudi Arabia or Egypt.⁷² Moreover, China's base in Djibouti, while an important “first” for the PLA, is only one of several foreign military bases in that country.

China's military presence is also limited because of the lack of cohesiveness between different PLA units in the region. While the Djibouti base is intended as a transit and logistics hub for different forces, there is no apparent coordination among ground forces deployed to peacekeeping operations in east Africa, the ETFs in the Gulf of Aden, or marines based in Djibouti itself. Moreover, while all these forces are nominally supervised by the joint staff department in Beijing, there is no clear regional joint command structure tying PLA forces together (that is, a Chinese equivalent of a U.S. joint task force). This limits China's ability to carry out joint contingency operations even in terms of MOOTW. In practice, Chinese interlocutors suggest it is likely that disparate forces are supervised by their own service headquarters.⁷³ Unless the PLA can establish a joint mechanism, China's military presence in the region will not be more than the sum of its parts.

Looking ahead, projections of a major increase in PLA deployments are problematic for several reasons.⁷⁴ First, the PLA's primary missions, such as preparing for a conflict with Taiwan or enforcing territorial claims in the South China Sea, are located in the Indo-Pacific region. The need to prepare for combat in China's own neighborhood thus places a constraint on the PLA's ability to contribute to MOOTW elsewhere. Second, China's defense budget growth continues to slow, and will be further impacted by slowing Chinese economic growth.⁷⁵ Resourcing an increase in forces allocated to other regions could thus be a challenge. Third, in terms of maintaining regional stability, Beijing has incentives to continue to rely on others. Peacekeeping in Sudan and South Sudan, for instance, is mostly handled by other states. Counterterrorism operations against al-Shabab are led by the African Union (supported by U.S. special operations forces).⁷⁶ The U.S. Navy and other regional powers underwrite the security of critical sea lanes, including chokepoints such as the Bab el-Mandeb and Strait of Hormuz. Thus, even though it has reasons to increase its presence abroad, Beijing will still have financial incentives to continue free riding.

It is also doubtful that the PLA will become mired in regional conflicts. One reason is an aversion to casualties when core Chinese territorial interests are not at stake. As one vignette, the death of two Chinese peacekeepers in South Sudan in July 2016 resulted in a situation in which PLA personnel no longer venture “outside of their base except when holding drills.”⁷⁷ Even with a UN mandate, it is hard to imagine PLA troops being inserted in highly volatile circumstances such as in Somalia, where they may face their own Black Hawk Down incident. More important, Beijing has adopted a neutral position in regional disputes due to the need to retain positive relations with all sides.⁷⁸ Whereas Washington has been willing to align with Riyadh, most recently by deploying troops to protect Saudi oil fields, Beijing has balanced its relations between Riyadh and Tehran.⁷⁹ An exception is that Chinese arms have made their way onto regional battlefields, with a Chinese-made UCAV reportedly operated by Saudi Arabia shot down in Yemen by Houthi rebels in April 2019. China's desire to remain on the sidelines of regional conflicts means that Beijing will likely avoid selling arms in numbers that would tip the scales in favor of one side or another.⁸⁰
While the PLA’s role in the region should not be overstated, U.S. officials will still need to address three evolving challenges. First are operational safety issues. In 2018, Chinese forces in Djibouti were implicated in widely reported incidents in which military-grade lasers were targeted at U.S. military aircrews, resulting in injuries. In June 2019, a senior U.S. Defense Department official revealed that PLA personnel in Djibouti were involved in several other unsafe activities, including attempts to “constrain international airspace” around the Chinese base, using drones to interfere in U.S. military flight operations, and attempts to gain unauthorized access to Camp Lemonnier. Some of these activities might have constituted probes of U.S. defenses, some perhaps designed to defend China’s base (for example, attempting to obstruct U.S. military flights over the base), while others may have been part of a larger pattern in which China has used tools below the threshold of armed conflict to register discontent with U.S. policies. In any case, such dangerous actions not only create safety concerns for U.S. personnel but could also cause an incident that might escalate into a direct clash.

The implication is that clear rules of behavior need to be established regulating Chinese activities in Djibouti. Incidents such as lasing, trespassing, and obstructing military air traffic are not governed by existing U.S.-China military agreements on unplanned maritime and air-to-air encounters. In order to prevent an accident—a goal that serves the interests of both states—U.S. and Chinese officials should pursue similar agreements on how their respective forces can safely coexist in Djibouti. Those rules should guide discussions of incidents between local commanders as well as between more senior U.S. and Chinese officials. Beijing might be reluctant to sign such an agreement due to friction in larger U.S.-China relations or other reasons, but Washington can still raise the idea and put Beijing in the position of playing the spoiler. An alternative would be to pursue a multilateral negotiation over a set of rules involving other foreign military forces in Djibouti and periodic discussions on implementation. The benefit would be to leverage U.S. allies, such as France and Japan, that likely share similar concerns about China’s behavior. Even if China did not participate, formulating a multilateral framework could help in calling out problematic PLA actions.

A second challenge is avoiding unintentional contributions to the development of PLA warfighting capabilities. As discussed, Chinese participation in peacekeeping and anti-piracy operations has resulted in lessons that may be applied in other circumstances. PLA forces are also undoubtedly drawing lessons from observations of U.S. operations in and around Djibouti. While some of these skills may be most relevant to MOOTW, others could facilitate stronger PLA combat capabilities closer to home. For instance, Chinese interlocutors acknowledge that peacekeeping operations have resulted in improvements in command and control among small army units, which may have value in a future ground conflict with India or on the Korean Peninsula. Submarine deployments in the Gulf of Aden could provide the PLA Navy with useful operational data and experience that could be employed in a naval clash with India or the United States. Counterterrorism training in Djibouti could contribute to the proficiency of PLA Marine Corps special operations units, which may utilize that expertise in the South China Sea or elsewhere.

The fungibility of certain skills between MOOTW and combat operations means that the United States needs to carefully consider the risks of military exchanges with the PLA in the area. MOOTW-related cooperation is not specifically prohibited under current U.S. law, but participation in some U.S. or coalition activities could provide the PLA insight into restricted areas such as force projection and joint or combined combat operations. Substantive cooperation, such as Chinese participation in a multinational flotilla targeting Houthi activities off Yemen, would be difficult to manage while mitigating the risks of exposure in these areas. Counterrorism cooperation with the PLA, though nominally focused on shared interests such as combating al Qaeda, could also provide insight into U.S. special operations doctrine and capabilities (and could send the
wrong message, as Beijing uses “counterterrorism” as a pretext for crackdowns on dissidents in Xinjiang). Finding the line between cooperation that enables PLA warfighting capabilities and activities that advance common interests with few negative side effects may be difficult, but the onus should be on those proposing such activities to explain the risks and how they will be mitigated.

Third is the problem of China’s increasing relevance to the region as a security partner. In the context of evolving U.S.-China global competition, China’s influence primarily flows from its status as a top trade and investment partner for many states, while the United States retains important strategic advantages as a military ally and security assistance provider. Nevertheless, Beijing’s development of stronger “strategic partnerships”—which include military, intelligence, and law enforcement components such as dialogues, exercises, arms sales, information-sharing agreements, and counterterrorism cooperation—could weaken U.S. advantages in the security realm. China’s growing attractiveness as a security partner—though bounded by factors such as Beijing’s preference not to take sides in regional disputes and the desire by states to balance their relations between China and the United States—could have several ramifications for U.S. interests, such as a smaller market for U.S. defense firms, an uptick in authoritarianism that could result from Chinese assistance in helping states combat internal dissent, and diminished access for U.S. military forces during peacetime and in a conflict.

China’s ability to compete with the United States in the security arena will vary on a country-to-country basis. Analyzing the problem in greater detail would require a net assessment of the U.S. and Chinese military presence and security assistance activities in select countries, such as Saudi Arabia and Egypt. This would, by necessity, be a “team effort” since the Red Sea spans two combatant commands (U.S. Africa Command and U.S. Central Command) and two State Department regional bureaus (African and Near Eastern affairs). Such an assessment would inform decisions on where, if at all, Washington needs to increase its level of security cooperation to offset China’s gains. In some cases, it may be that continuing U.S. advantages are so strong that little needs to be done. In other cases where adjustments are required, U.S. planners should think through not only the provision of material assistance such as foreign military sales but also other initiatives that demonstrate U.S. commitments, such as more frequent high-level visits or more places reserved for officers in U.S. professional military education courses.

Despite these challenges, the potential value of Sino-U.S. military cooperation in the region should not be completely discounted. As a 2017 chapter co-authored by Randall Schriver, former U.S. Assistant Secretary of Defense for Indo-Pacific Security Affairs, points out, there are generally more opportunities for cooperation with the PLA outside than within Asia. Unlike the Indo-Pacific, China is not seeking to eliminate U.S. alliances in the Red Sea, has no territorial or resource disputes that put it at odds with U.S. allies, and is focusing on MOOTW rather than warfighting or deterrence missions. Beijing and Washington also have a series of common interests in the region, including combating nontraditional security threats and avoiding a broad escalation of tensions that could threaten global oil supplies and put commercial traffic in the Red Sea at risk. PLA contributions to regional security, albeit limited, should be encouraged and avenues of productive cooperation identified.

While interactions that expose the PLA to sensitive U.S. capabilities and operations should be avoided, some types of cooperation might be feasible. For instance, the two sides might contemplate a regional exchange focused on MOOTW. A model would be the annual U.S.-China disaster management exchange led by U.S. Army Pacific, which typically consists of a tabletop exercise and a small-scale field exchange. A Red Sea version would consider how both militaries would coordinate and deconflict activities in a future conflict, such as exploring how the two sides could organize a noncombatant evacuation of U.S., Chinese, and third-country civilians. Another option would be a dialogue between China’s ETF and U.S.
Fifth Fleet, which would not only give U.S. observers a chance to gain better insight into Chinese operations but also serve as a platform for reaffirming U.S. commitment to freedom of navigation and other norms, augmenting messages delivered to the PLA in other venues. Yet another possibility is a dialogue in which U.S. and Chinese defense academics would share perspectives on Red Sea conflicts and float proposals for cooperation. Each of these options would involve few costs and risks and could result in mutually beneficial outcomes.

PLA activities in the Red Sea are unique for now: in no other region outside its immediate neighborhood does China maintain anything more than a token military presence. While China’s military capabilities will continue to be focused on the Indo-Pacific, the experience it gains in the Red Sea region will be useful as China considers increasing its presence elsewhere. This study suggests that such an expansion would involve certain tradeoffs. On one hand, PLA contributions to MOOTW may bolster regional stability and relieve the burden on others, including the United States. However, the downsides include opportunities to improve PLA combat readiness, the ability to use deployed forces to monitor or create nuisances for U.S. operations, and a possible reduction in the value regional states place on their security partnerships with Washington. The ways that the U.S. Defense Department manages these tradeoffs in the Red Sea, including mitigating risks and exploring cooperation, could set the tone for U.S.-China military interactions in other theaters.
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